Personal Information Questionnaire (PIQ)
The PIQ - Personal Information Questionnaire is the most important document of the candidate as
it plays a vital role in the whole interview process. The candidate have to fill up two PIQ, one is on the
arrival day and another is after the screening. Why i am saying PIQ is more vital since the
psychologist matches our responses from psychological tests with PIQ and also our interview officer
raises question from our PIQ only. So we have to true to ourself while filling up the form. Also be
patient in filling the form with good handwriting and correct informations. If you dont know the answer
for question in PIQ just leave that rather than filling the wrong one as it gives you a bad impression
with the interviewer.
Friends i am just giving you the basic question asked in the PIQ and be prepared for those
questions to fill correctly in your interviews. Also as i told earlier in my bangalore experience, practice
yourself by framing questions with PIQ so that you can easily face the personal interview. The PIQ
relveals our back ground of education, our family, our native and all.
Note:- The details what you filling in the first day of PIQ should be as same as the data filling on the
day after screening.
The model PIQ is as follows:i) Name of the candidate
ii) Batch Number
iii) Chest Number
iv) UPSC roll number of SSB roll no.
v) Father,s Name
vi) Mother's Name
vii) Place of Maximum Residence and Population
viii) Current place address and population
xi) Date of Birth
x) Mother Tongue
xi) Religion and whether SC/ST
xii) Marital Status single/married/widower
xiii) Parents alive yes/no
xiv) If parents alive whats is their educational qualification and where they are working and salary
details
xv) If they are dead then whats your age at the time of dead.
xvi)Details of brother/sister relationships and our rank among them then their qualifcation and working
xvii) Higher Educational Degree then S.S.L.C & H.S.C. mark details, then detail about college and
university with aggregate percentage./boarder or days scholar /year of passing/medium of instruction/
outstanding achivements in study
xviii)Physical details , age/ height in Cms / weight in Kg
xxi)Current Occupation along with monthly income
xx) Co- Curricular or Extra Curricular activities such as N.C.C and its certificate range then N.S.S etc.
xxi)Name of the activity group/duration of participation and position held
xxii) Hobbies
xxiii) Nature of Commission (short or permanent)
xxiv) Choice of Service
xxv) Previous SSB experience details i.e. chest no, batch no etc
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